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Indicate conflicts of the packages inside SIPDIBGE

Description

This function describes conflicts between functions of the packages inside SIPDIBGE and another installed packages.

Usage

sipd_conflicts(survey = NULL)

Arguments

survey Name of the household survey for reference package information. If NULL, presents the information of all the packages inside this collection.

Value

A vector with conflicts of functions of the packages inside SIPDIBGE.

Note

For more information, visit the survey official website <https://www.ibge.gov.br/> and consult the other functions of this package, described below.

See Also

sipd_deps for indicating dependencies of the packages inside SIPDIBGE.
sipd_logo for showing logos of the packages inside SIPDIBGE.
sipd_packages for indicating the packages inside SIPDIBGE.
sipd_sitrep for indicating version information for the packages inside SIPDIBGE.
sipd_update for indicating the existence of an update for the packages inside SIPDIBGE.

Examples

sipd_conflicts()
# Presenting information about the COVIDIBGE package
sipd_conflicts(survey="COVID")
# Presenting information about the PNADcIBGE package
sipd_conflicts(survey="PNADc")
# Presenting information about the PNSIBGE package
sipd_conflicts(survey="PNS")
# Presenting information about the POFIBGE package
sipd_conflicts(survey="POF")
**sipd_deps**

*Indicate dependencies of the packages inside SIPDIBGE*

---

**Description**

This function describes packages in dependencies list of the packages inside SIPDIBGE.

**Usage**

```r
sipd_deps(survey = NULL)
```

**Arguments**

- `survey` Name of the household survey for reference package information. If `NULL`, presents the information of all the packages inside this collection.

**Value**

A vector with packages in dependencies list of the packages inside SIPDIBGE.

**Note**

For more information, visit the survey official website <https://www.ibge.gov.br/> and consult the other functions of this package, described below.

**See Also**

- `sipd_conflicts` for indicating conflicts of the packages inside SIPDIBGE.
- `sipd_logo` for showing logos of the packages inside SIPDIBGE.
- `sipd_packages` for indicating the packages inside SIPDIBGE.
- `sipd_sitrep` for indicating version information for the packages inside SIPDIBGE.
- `sipd_update` for indicating the existence of an update for the packages inside SIPDIBGE.

**Examples**

```r
sipd_deps()
# Presenting information about the COVIDIBGE package
sipd_deps(survey = "COVID")
# Presenting information about the PNADCIBGE package
sipd_deps(survey = "PNADC")
# Presenting information about the PNDSIBGE package
sipd_deps(survey = "PNDS")
# Presenting information about the PNSIBGE package
sipd_deps(survey = "PNS")
# Presenting information about the POFIGBE package
sipd_deps(survey = "POF")
```
**sipd_logo**

*Show logos of the packages inside SIPDIBGE*

### Description

This function shows the survey logos of the packages inside SIPDIBGE.

### Usage

```r
sipd_logo(survey = NULL)
```

### Arguments

**survey**

Name of the household survey for reference package information. If `NULL`, shows the logos of all the packages inside this collection, including the SIPD logo.

### Value

An image with the logos required of the packages inside SIPDIBGE.

### Note

For more information, visit the survey official website [<https://www.ibge.gov.br/>](https://www.ibge.gov.br/) and consult the other functions of this package, described below.

### See Also

- `sipd_conflicts` for indicating conflicts of the packages inside SIPDIBGE.
- `sipd_deps` for indicating dependencies of the packages inside SIPDIBGE.
- `sipd_packages` for indicating the packages inside SIPDIBGE.
- `sipd_sitrep` for indicating version information for the packages inside SIPDIBGE.
- `sipd_update` for indicating the existence of an update for the packages inside SIPDIBGE.

### Examples

```r
sipd_logo()
# Presenting information about the COVIDIBGE package
sipd_logo(survey = "COVID")
# Presenting information about the PNADcIBGE package
sipd_logo(survey = "PNADC")
# Presenting information about the PNDSIBGE package
sipd_logo(survey = "PNDS")
# Presenting information about the PNSIBGE package
sipd_logo(survey = "PNS")
# Presenting information about the POFIBGE package
sipd_logo(survey = "POF")
```


**sipd_packages**

*Indicate names of the packages inside SIPDIBGE*

## Description

This function describes the packages inside SIPDIBGE.

## Usage

```r
sipd_packages(survey = NULL)
```

## Arguments

- `survey` Name of the household survey for reference package information. If `NULL`, presents the information of all the packages inside this collection.

## Value

A vector with names of the packages inside SIPDIBGE.

## Note

For more information, visit the survey official website <https://www.ibge.gov.br/> and consult the other functions of this package, described below.

## See Also

- `sipd_conflicts` for indicating conflicts of the packages inside SIPDIBGE.
- `sipd_deps` for indicating dependencies of the packages inside SIPDIBGE.
- `sipd_logo` for showing logos of the packages inside SIPDIBGE.
- `sipd_sitrep` for indicating version information for the packages inside SIPDIBGE.
- `sipd_update` for indicating the existence of an update for the packages inside SIPDIBGE.

## Examples

```r
sipd_packages()
# Presenting information about the COVIDIBGE package
sipd_packages(survey="COVID")
# Presenting information about the PNADcIBGE package
sipd_packages(survey="PNADC")
# Presenting information about the PNDSIBGE package
sipd_packages(survey="PNDS")
# Presenting information about the PNSIBGE package
sipd_packages(survey="PNS")
# Presenting information about the POFIBGE package
sipd_packages(survey="POF")
```
**sipd_sitrep**

*Indicate version information of the packages inside SIPDIBGE*

**Description**

This function describes version information of the packages inside SIPDIBGE.

**Usage**

```r
text(sipd_sitrep(survey = NULL))
```

**Arguments**

- `survey` Name of the household survey for reference package information. If `NULL`, presents the information of all the packages inside this collection.

**Value**

A vector with version information of the packages inside SIPDIBGE.

**Note**

For more information, visit the survey official website [https://www.ibge.gov.br/](https://www.ibge.gov.br/) and consult the other functions of this package, described below.

**See Also**

- `sipd_conflicts` for indicating conflicts of the packages inside SIPDIBGE.
- `sipd_deps` for indicating dependencies of the packages inside SIPDIBGE.
- `sipd_logo` for showing logos of the packages inside SIPDIBGE.
- `sipd_packages` for indicating the packages inside SIPDIBGE.
- `sipd_update` for indicating the existence of an update for the packages inside SIPDIBGE.

**Examples**

```r
sipd_sitrep()
# Presenting information about the COVIDIBGE package
sipd_sitrep(survey = "COVID")
# Presenting information about the PNADcIBGE package
sipd_sitrep(survey = "PNADc")
# Presenting information about the PNDSIBGE package
sipd_sitrep(survey = "PNDS")
# Presenting information about the PNSIBGE package
sipd_sitrep(survey = "PNS")
# Presenting information about the POFIBGE package
sipd_sitrep(survey = "POF")
```
**sipd_update**

*Indicate version updates of the packages inside SIPDIBGE*

---

**Description**

This function describes version updates of the packages inside SIPDIBGE.

**Usage**

`sipd_update(survey = NULL)`

**Arguments**

- **survey**
  
  Name of the household survey for reference package information. If `NULL`, presents the information of all the packages inside this collection.

**Value**

A vector with version updates of the packages inside SIPDIBGE.

**Note**

For more information, visit the survey official website `<https://www.ibge.gov.br/>` and consult the other functions of this package, described below.

**See Also**

- `sipd_conflicts` for indicating conflicts of the packages inside SIPDIBGE.
- `sipd_deps` for indicating dependencies of the packages inside SIPDIBGE.
- `sipd_logo` for showing logos of the packages inside SIPDIBGE.
- `sipd_packages` for indicating the packages inside SIPDIBGE.
- `sipd_sitrep` for indicating version information for the packages inside SIPDIBGE.

**Examples**

```r
sipd_update()
# Presenting information about the COVIDIBGE package
sipd_update(survey = "COVID")
# Presenting information about the PNADcIBGE package
sipd_update(survey = "PNADC")
# Presenting information about the PNDSIBGE package
sipd_update(survey = "PNDS")
# Presenting information about the PNSIBGE package
sipd_update(survey = "PNS")
# Presenting information about the POFIBGE package
sipd_update(survey = "POF")
```
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